
STEM Careers
Did you ever think about the cardboard box that 
your package comes in? Was your box full, or was 
it mostly filled with air? Did your box protect what 
was inside?
Packaging Engineers figure out the best ways to fit 
products in packaging. They have to make sure the 
package looks good, is durable, and doesn’t cost 
too much.
What else would 
be important when 
packaging a product? 
Pick an object in your 
home or classroom 
and design a package for it!
To learn more: bit.ly/2AJlZ79
For ideas of what you can make with cardboard 
and paper: howlifeunfolds.com

the Daily STEM
STEM in the News
Have you heard about self driving cars? Many 
people think that in the future everyone will ride in 
vehicles that drive themselves. Just tell your car 
where you want to go, sit back, and relax. The cars 
have sensors that “see” the road, other cars, and 
people crossing the street. But engineers are trying 
to solve issues. What if a bug splatters on the 
sensor? How do you keep the sensor clean? 
Two ideas are to spray water to clean the sensor 
or to blow air to 
keep bugs away 
from the sensor. 
What other 
problems can 
you imagine for 
self driving cars? 
To learn more: 
  bit.ly/332AQpt

STEM Challenge
Need some ideas for a pumpkin? 
-guess how many seeds are inside
-build a “seed separator” 
-plant some seeds 
-roast some seeds 
-build pumpkin launchers 
-make pumpkin cookies 
-compost the pumpkin
-design packaging for the pumpkin
-make circuits to light up the pumpkin 
-paint, decorate, or carve the pumpkin

Mystery Photo
What’s under the 
microscope?
(answer 
next week)

Last week’s
answer: 
A caterpillar 

STEM + Fashion
Are you proud
to be 
geeky?

Make a 
statement
with STEM!

amzn.to/2Io8PAU

Chris Woods   dailystem.com/news

The Puzzle
Can you explain how 11 + 2 = 1

Last week’s answer: Your birthday is December 31
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Bonus Extra Puzzle!
You were walking through a library and noticed a 
strange word on a book... 
      “VOLIX”
What does it mean?


